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Background
From AppleScript to Shortcuts

• AppleScript ~1993
• A programming language
• Required apps providing support and users learning to code
• Automator - 2005
• Actions in graphical Work ows
• Limited support in third-party apps
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• Limited to macOS

Background
iOS Automation

• IFTTT - 2011
• iPhone App released in 2013
• Services fka Channels, Applets fka Recipes
• Work ow - 2014
• Third-Party app for iOS.
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• Apple acquired Work ow in 2017 and changed the name to Shortcuts

What is Shortcuts
Programming for the Masses

• Shortcuts is an app built into iOS and iPadOS that allows you to create
automations, or programs, without actual code.

• Shortcuts in iOS 14 represents a signi cant improvement over the prior versions
• Shortcuts does not rely on scripting languages but instead a common-sense
approach to Automation

• Anyone can do it
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• Shareable

Shortcuts from the Internet
Word of Caution

• Unlike the App Store there is no vetting process
• Read through the actions before installing
• This will likely change when Shortcuts is added to Mac OS Monterey
• Shared Shortcuts will be notarized by Apple
• iCloud Links
• Shortcut Files
• Private Sharing
• Import Questions
• Anything that needs to be customized for the user
• Directions Home Example

Shortcuts from your Apps
Carryover from Work ow

• Since September 2019 Developers can build actions into their own apps.
• Before Shortcuts there was Work ow so you might see two actions for the
same thing, one developed by the Work ow Team and one that the app
developer has since created and wants you to use with Shortcuts.
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• How do you nd Shortcuts from Apps? Apple has made that easy too.

Running Shortcuts
Multiple Ways to Activate
• Run Shortcuts Directly in the App
• Run Shortcuts from a Widget
• Put Shortcuts on your Home Screen
• Run Shortcuts from the Share Sheet
• Run Shortcuts from Spotlight
• Run Shortcuts from Apple Watch (Siri or Touch)
• Use Siri Triggers
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• Run Shortcuts from Automations - Automations are device speci c and do not sync to iCloud

Changes with iOS 14
and WatchOS 7

• Folder Organization
• New Widgets
• Split Screen mode
• Copy/Paste
• Time Based Triggers
• Option to toggle on/o “Ask Before Running”
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• New Triggers - Email, Message, Close App, Sleep, Battery Level, Charger

Triggers and Actions
The How and What

• With Shortcuts, there are a lot of ways to kick o your automation. It can be

something you physically trigger, such as a button on your screen, or
something automated, like at a speci c time or when you connect your phone
to WiFi, a charger (or CarPlay!) or tap your phone against an NFC sticker
(AirTags).

• Shortcuts is capable of many actions including the ability to control
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applications, control settings, add noti cations, type text, get directions,
create and modify calendar events, bulk adjust photos, add to your share
sheet, automate mail, and so much more.

iPhone Interface

Prebuilt

User
Created

Device
Speci c

Suggested
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More
Prebuilt

iPad Interface
Overview and Creating a Shortcut

• My Shortcuts
• Gallery
• Automation
• Shortcuts Demonstration
• Sharing Photo
• Event Planner
• Variables and Magic Variables

Shortcuts to macOS
Coming this Fall with Monterey

• Shortcuts will eventually replace Automator
• For now Apple will support both
• AppleScript and Automator will be capable of importing to Shortcuts
• Getting Started
• Use Shortcuts included with the app, make changes and see what happens
• Download Shortcuts from trusted sources
• Remember - All roads lead to Rome
https://support.apple.com/guide/shortcuts/welcome/ios

